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Abstract: We study the scattering behavior of a dielectric cross-dipole nanoantenna in
the near-infrared spectral range when it is excited by a circular polarized plane wave. We
theoretically demonstrate, for optimized geometrical parameters of the proposed turnstile
structure, the possibility to simultaneously obtain a unidirectional scattering and a specific
circular polarization of the scattered field. Our results open new functionalities for metama-
terials and optical nanoantennas.
Index Terms: Optical resonator, metamaterials.
1. Introduction
Turnstile antennas have been extensively implemented in wireless communication systems at
Radio Frequency (RF) mostly because they can generate isotropic, omnidirectional, dual-polarized,
and circularly polarized (CP) radiation [1]–[3]. They are also commonly used for single-band, multi-
band, and wideband operations [4]. In general, the turnstile antenna is made of two half-wavelength
dipoles positioned at right angles with respect to each other in order to guarantee that the currents
in the dipoles have the same amplitude and a phase quadrature difference [5]. Therefore, the
turnstile antenna is also called a crossed dipole antenna. In its basic implementation, assuming
that the dipoles lie in the xy plane, it has a near-isotropic radiation pattern in the Far-Field (FF)
with a CP radiation in the out-of-plane directions (i.e., along the z axis). It has been shown that the
front side of the FF emission radiates with one circular polarization, while the back side radiates
with opposite circular polarization [6]. Since a large number of applications requires unidirectional
radiation pattern, the RF crossed dipoles are often placed on a perfect electric conductor (PEC)
reflector. The presence of the PEC surface reflects one-half of the emission into the opposite
direction, thus achieving a unidirectional radiation pattern. Newly, different research group have
demonstrated that the RF turnstile structure can be combined with different reflectors such as
planar metallic, cavity-backed, and artificial magnetic conductor surfaces, to reach broad-band and
one-side emission [7]–[9].
More recently, the turnstile antenna concept has been investigated at the nanoscale level where
it has been firstly demonstrated optical cross antenna structure based on plasmonic resonances. In
this scenario, the antenna consists of two perpendicular metallic nano-cuboids [10]–[11]–[12]. It has
been demonstrated that the plasmonic cross antenna is able to convert propagating fields of any
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polarization state into correspondingly polarized, localized, and enhanced fields and vice-versa.
Additionally, it has been theoretically and experimentally investigated that the inhomogeneous
space-time distribution of photogenerated hot carriers induces a transient symmetry breaking in
a plasmonic metasurface made of highly symmetric gold nano-crosses resulting in a broadband
transient dichroic optical response [13]. The main drawback of this new design is that plasmonic
structures typically suffer of high absorption so the incident power must be carefully selected not
to reach the melting point of the samples. However, dielectric materials can represent a reliable
substitute at the nanoscale level [14]–[16]. Since the electric field can penetrate in this kind of
structures, high-refractive-index nanoantennas induce electric and magnetic moments and support
Mie modes in the visible and infrared spectral range. The use of dielectric nanoparticles not only
permits to get access to magnetic optical response but also to drastically reduce the absorption
losses associated with metals. All-dielectric nanoparticles, demonstrate a variety of unique effects
such as the zero back-scattering of the emitted light in a pre-established direction without using
PEC or reflector layers [17]–[20]. In fact, if electric and magnetic polarizabilities of a nanoparticle
have the same amplitude and a specific phase shift, the light scattered from this nanostructure is
null in the backward direction. This situation is commonly referred as Kerker condition [21]. More
recently, several research studied and proposed extended and generalized Kerker conditions that
are based on the interference of higher order multipole moments in the backward/forward direction
in order to engineer the emission and the polarization of the scattered field at will [22]–[24]. In this
scenario, silicon cross dipole nanoantenna have been studied to generate linearly polarized light
with polarization angles ranging from 0° to 90° [25]. Moreover, planar all-dielectric chiral metasur-
face have been proposed for circular cross-polarization conversion [26]. Newly, the unidirectional
scattered light controlled by incident polarized plane waves has gained a lot of attention in different
context [27], [28]. In particular, the light intrinsic Quantum Spin Hall Effect feature has been deeply
analyzed in [29]. The observation of such phenomena has been reported also in [30] where it
has been proved that the transverse momentum and spin push and twist a Mie resonator in an
evanescent field. Moreover, theoretically calculation of the interaction of two-wave field with probe
Mie particles has been reported in [31] and experimentally verified in [32], [33]. Notably, in [34]
it has been reported that the Mie theory can be used for the scattering of evanescent waves via
rotation of its standard solutions by a complex angle. In all these situations, 2D or 3D structures
that support surface modes with evanescent tails have counter-propagating modes with opposite
transverse spins. This fundamental property of free-space Maxwell equations is independent of the
nature of the interface, and is valid for any interfaces with evanescent waves. One of the most useful
implementation of the transverse spin angular momentum is its ability to provide spin-controlled
unidirectional propagation of light [35], [36]. Differently from the aforementioned works based on
the transverse spin angular momentum, in this manuscript, we achieve the polarization independent
unidirectional emission from a dielectric turnstile nanoantenna by optimizing the induced volume
resonances inside the structure such as to achieve the desired behavior in the far-field emission.
By following the Mie theory formalism, we demonstrate the excitation of the Kerker condition in
AlGaAs cross dipole nanoantenna in the near infrared regime when pumping light with left or right
circular polarization. Moreover, we show, for the first time to our knowledge, that the unidirectional
scattered field have a predominant (right or left) CP component depending on the incident field
polarization, achieving a CP emission through a dielectric nanostructure with rotational symmetry.
We thus propose our dielectric structure as a unidirectional scattering element with specific CP
scattered field. We believe that these results may open new avenues for low-loss optical sources.
2. Results and Discussion
2.1 Theoretical Background
As a first example, let us consider the optical radiated far-field emitted by four dipoles: two
orthogonal electric and two orthogonal magnetic ones. The four emitters are supposed to be
place in close proximity one to each other with a distance in-between much more smaller than the
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Fig. 1. The ideal case of four dipoles with same amplitude: px and py indicate the electric dipoles
polarized along the x or y axis respectively while mx and my represent the magnetic dipoles polarized
along x or y direction. (a) The phase difference between the four emitters is chosen to achieve the first
Kerker condition and to emit in the far-field mostly with left circular polarization while in (b) the phase
shift is fixed to achieve the unidirectional emission and to obtain a radiation in the far-field mainly right
circular polarized.
working wavelength. The dipoles are assumed to be placed in a homogenous medium assumed
for simplicity to be air. For the purpose of our calculations we used a Cartesian basis. The electric
dipolar contributions are named as pα while the magnetic contributions are referred as mα with
α = x,y respectively. Two orthogonal electric dipoles can generate in the far field a near-isotropic
radiation pattern with CP emission in the z direction [6]. In particular if |px| = |py| and arg(px)
= arg(py)+π /2 the scattered field is Right Circularly Polarized (RCP) along the +z axis and
Left Circularly Polarized (LCP) along the −z direction. Indeed, if the phase difference between
the electric dipoles is equal to -π /2 the emitted field has the opposite circular polarization with
respect to the z direction. Similar considerations applies to the case of two radiating magnetic
dipoles.
Here, we are assuming that the right component of the far field, Eright, is obtained as Eright
= 1/2(Eθ+jEϕ) while the left one, Eleft, is computed as Eleft = 1/2(Eθ−jEϕ) knowing the
spherical coordinate of the field. Moreover, it is known that the FF zero backscattered (first Kerker
condition) is reached when |px| = |my| and arg(px) = arg(my) and equivalently when |py| = |mx|
and arg(py) = arg(mx)−π [17]–[20]. Four electric and magnetic dipoles, (px, py, mx, my) were
designed to satisfy simultaneously all the previous conditions looking for a far-field characterized
by a unidirectional emission that radiates with a specific CP component (right or left). In detail,
Fig. 1(a) shows the scattered field in the case of fulfillment of the first Kerker condition and when
a +π /2 rad phase difference between px and py and between mx and my is selected. As one
can observe, the FF is unidirectional with zero – backscattered signal and the radiation is almost
completely LCP. Indeed, Fig. 1(b) represents a situation in which the first Kerker condition is still
satisfied but the phase difference between px and py and between mx and my is fixed to −π /2
rad. In this scenario, the total far-field amplitude remains unchanged but now the polarization is
almost completely RCP due to the opposite phase difference between the electric and magnetic
dipoles.
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Fig. 2. Sketch of the proposed structure. The dielectric cross dipole antenna is assumed to be excited
by a plane wave propagating in the −z direction with a left or right circular polarization respectively.
2.2 Turnstile Nanoantenna Implementation
Thus, Fig. 1 represents the proof of concept of the idea of this work and guided us to implement
a realistic design. The proposed solution is a dielectric cross dipole antenna made of AlGaAs.
Recently, AlGaAs optical antennas have demonstrated higher effective control of the far-field
scattering both in the linear and nonlinear regimes thanks to extremely low losses and the ability to
sustain both electric and magnetic multipolar resonant optical modes [37]–[41]. The designed cross
dipole is made of four cuboid with square side d and length l, as shown in Fig. 2. The dimension
d is fixed to 200 nm and the far-field emission coming from the dielectric structure is studied by
varying the length l between 500 and 900 nm. This initial parameters guess is done to guarantee
the excitation of both electric and magnetic dipolar resonances in the structure. Attention is paid
to limit as much as possible higher order multipoles which may translate into complicated radiation
emission patterns [42]. For simplicity, and without loss of generality, the antenna is assumed to
be placed in air. The turnstile antenna is illuminated by a normally incident circularly polarized
plane wave of different handedness with pump wavelength in the range from 1500 nm to 1800 nm.
We limit our analysis to the circular polarized light because the turnstile antenna is commonly
associated with circular polarization behavior in the radio frequency range. However, due to the
linear properties of the Maxwell equation our results hold also for linearly polarized light. We
perform Finite Element Method numerical simulation in Comsol Multiphysics. The 3D mesh is
customized to be more resolved in the cross-shape structure and at the interface between dielectric
and air. The minimum mesh element size is less than 1 nm. To emulate the excitation of an isolated
antenna, the domain is truncated by a Perfectly Matched Layer (PML), and the far-field emission is
calculated on the inner boundary of the PML domain.
Fig. 3 shows the obtained results in terms of Far-Field Ratio (FFR) for the two incident polariza-
tion. The FFR is calculated as the ratio between the total far-field scattered along the +z direction
and the total far-field scattered along the −z direction. This implies that the Kerker condition is
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Fig. 3. (a) The FFR in the case of CP incident plane wave. (b) The normalized efficiency of the most
excited dipolar contribution for a cross dipole nanoantenna with l = 700 nm and (c)-(d) their relative
phase shift in the case of LHCP [RHCP] light excitation.
achieved when the FFR tends to zero. The white lines of Fig. 3(a) highlight the length l and
corresponding incident wavelength at which the FFR is minimized. As an example, we consider
the case of length equal to 700 nm as indicated by the black dotted lines in Fig. 3(a). For this
geometry, the FFR has a minimum around 1630 nm. In order to gain a deeper insight of the
obtained scattering behavior, a cartesian multipole decomposition, performed using the polarization
currents induced inside the antenna, is carried out [43]. The obtained expansion indicates that the
dominant contributions are the electric (px and py) and magnetic (mx and my) dipolar ones. Notably,
for an incident wavelength around 1630 nm, all the four contributions have the same amplitude,
see Fig. 3(b). In particular at 1630 nm, it is possible to fulfill the first Kerker condition. We point out
that the excited multipoles responses are strictly related to the entire cross-dipole antenna shape.
Indeed, we verify that a single isolated cuboid does not achieve the unidirectional condition for the
same wavelength of the turnstile structure. Moreover, as reported in the yellow region of Figs. 3(c)
and (d), the phase difference between px and my is almost equal to zero and the phase difference
between py and mx is almost equal to −π rad and this confirms that the minimum in the FFR is due
to the attainment of the first Kerker condition. It is also important to notice that the phase difference
between px, py and between mx, my is equal to +π /2 rad for LCP incident light and to −π /2 rad for
RCP, as imposed by the symmetry of the cross-dipole structure.
The quadrature phase shift between the two electric and the two magnetic dipole implies that
the scattered field has a predominant left or right CP component when the pump beam is LCP or
RCP, respectively. We estimate 4 orders of magnitude difference in the two CP component along
the −z axis direction. Fig. 4(a) show the normalized CP (left or right) component in the scattered
field (−z direction) together with the wavelength at which the first Kerker condition is achieved as
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Fig. 4. (a) The RCP (LCP) Far-Field along the −z direction for the case of RHCP (LHCP) incident plane
wave. The CP component is normalized to its maximum. (b) The Cartesian multipolar decomposition.
(c) The total Far-Field for the case of RHCP incident plane wave and (d) The total far-field for LHCP
excitation decomposed in the LCP (magenta) and RCP (green) component.
indicated by the white lines. It is possible to observe that there are regions for which the maximum
in the right/left polarization component is achieved when the unidirectional emission is obtained.
In particular, for a length l equal to 700 nm it is possible to reach the unidirectional emission
around 1630 nm but also the scattered field has a maximum left/right polarization contribution
depending on the incident CP field. Moreover, Figs. 4(c) and (d) show the total far-field scattered
by the selected turnstile antenna at 1630 nm decomposed in its right and left circular polarization
contribution for the two different incident polarizations. It is possible to notice that, for a particular
choice of the geometrical parameters, the dielectric nanoantenna is able to scatter light mostly in
the forward direction and with a predominant RCP or LCP contribution in the far-field. Thus, the
proposed structure is capable to act as a unidirectional emitter with specific circular polarization
emission properties. Please note that, although the scattering behavior is dominated by the electric
and magnetic dipolar contribution, there are also small quadrupolar contribution (either electric Qe
and magnetic Qm) that affect the radiation as can be noticed in Fig. 4(b) and in the obtained
FF emission, see Figs. 4(c) and (d). Moreover, we point out that, for the proposed cross dipole
nanoantenna, the transmission circular dichroism (CD) is zero because the structure presents an
in-plane mirror symmetry. In fact, the CD is defined as the difference in the total transmission for
LCP incident light with respect to the total transmission for RCP pump. For the studied design,
the total transmissions have the same absolute value for both excitation fields (i.e., CD = 0) but
present opposite circular polarization in the far-field. The interested reader may also refers to Refs.
[44]–[46].
3. Conclusion
In this work, we have demonstrated the possibility to use a dielectric cross dipole antenna to
simultaneously fulfill the so called Kerker condition and to engineer a desired CP radiation of the
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unidirectional radiated light. We believe that this result may open new scenarios for designing
compact and circular polarization selective optical sources, with an important step toward the
development of tunable metasurfaces.
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